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Sheet for full safety information. Always wear suitable PPE.
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Directions of use
Peel back the sealed top and remove an EasyWipe™, then use it to remove dirt, 
grease, grime, oil, paint and tar from tools, hands and other surfaces.  Once you 
have finished cleaning with EasyWipes™, ensure that the pack has been resealed.  
To maintain EasyWipes™ at their optimum freshness it is advisable to store them 
upside down, thus preventing any of the cleaning solution evaporating.
EasyWipes™ may not be suitable for some plastics, delicate surfaces and fabrics.  
Always test EasyWipes™ on a non-critical surface before use.

EasyWipes™

Professional formulation for cleaning hands, surfaces and tools.

EasyWipes™ are the professional formulation handwipes from Advanced 
Engineering Ltd. Utilising powerful, yet safe cleaning agents, which will loosen, 
dissolve and absorb dirt, grease, grime, oil, paint, tar - fast and effectively. 
EasyWipes™ come in a re-sealable bag that preserves the freshness and is small 
enough to be easily stored in your tool box or van. EasyWipes™ are ideal for use on 
site or jobs, which lack convenient clean-up facilities.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Name EasyWipes™
Product Code S010151GB
Packing Quantity (ml, L) 20 x 50 wipes
Packing Size (L x H x D cm) 28.5 x 29.5 x 32.5
Shipping Weight (kg) 7.72
Shipping Volume (m3) 0.0325
Soils Adhesive, dirt, grease, grime, ink, 

oil, paint & tar

EasyWipes™
EUH210: Safety data sheet available on request. P102: 
Keep out of reach of children. P305+351+338: IF IN EYES: 
Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove 
contact lenses, if present and easy to do. Continue rinsing.

Special Features
• Versatile multi-functional 

wipes


